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PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION FORCE 

Primary 6 English 

Proofreading (1) 

A. Underline the mistake in each sentence and write the correct answers. 

1. Please take off your shoe and wash your hands when you come 

back home.   

2. If I lose the game, I wouldn’t get enough points.   

3. “Please keep quietly!” Mum ordered. “Your younger brother is 

doing homework.”   

4. The story is interested. I want to share with Tony.   

5. I saw an accident at the middle of the road this morning.   

6. Gigi loves ice-skate with her friends in Kowloon Tong.   

7. Please help me to check the flight schedules in Monday morning.   

8. Ken wants to be an astronaught when he grows up. He loves space.   

9. Have you buy the dictionary yet? There is a discount today!   

10. “Listen careful!” Miss Wong said. “I will not repeat the second 

time.”   

11. Jane got hurted last week. She needs to walk slowly now.   

12. Jacky has become a singer in 1998.   

13. Janet thinks that mango puddings are tastier then chocolate 

puddings.   

14. We were asked to write a dairy entry by our class teacher.   
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B. Underline the mistake in each sentence and write the correct answers. Put a “X” if there is 

no mistake. 

 Last Sunday early morning, Benny and I go out to play basketball   

game together. We take MTR to Sham Shui Po station and met with   

other teammate. We had to arrive there by 9:30 so we supposed to   

have enough travelling time as we started our journey one hour before.   

 However, there was a service failure of the MTR train that we were   

on board. The train service was suspended because we had to change   

to other public transportations in order to continue our journey. We   

got off at Mei Foo station and change to a bus heading to Sham Shui Po   

immediately.   

 We spend over fifteen minutes for the interchange. We had a little   

worry that we might arrive lately. Therefore, we reported our situation   

to one of the teammate. We further suggested them to start the game   

first although we did not want them to wait us for too long.   

 After travelling for half an hour, we finally arrived at destination.   

The game was in progress. Both teams were play in full swing. We sat   

aside to take a short break and watched for the match. Ten minute   

later, we were ready for substitution. We were very exciting that we   

could be the player of the match. We aimed to be the top winner!   

~End~ 
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PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION FORCE 

Primary 6 English 

Proofreading (1) Answers 

A. Underline the mistake in each sentence and write the correct answers. 

1. Please take off your shoe and wash your hands when you come 

back home.  shoes 

2. If I lose the game, I wouldn’t get enough points.  won’t (will not) 

3. “Please keep quietly!” Mum ordered. “Your younger brother is 

doing homework.”  quiet 

4. The story is interested. I want to share with Tony.  interesting 

5. I saw an accident at the middle of the road this morning.  in 

6. Gigi loves ice-skate with her friends in Kowloon Tong.  ice-skating 

7. Please help me to check the flight schedules in Monday morning.  on 

8. Ken wants to be an astronaught when he grows up. He loves space.  astronaut 

9. Have you buy the dictionary yet? There is a discount today!  bought 

10. “Listen careful!” Miss Wong said. “I will not repeat the second 

time.”  carefully 

11. Jane got hurted last week. She needs to walk slowly now.  hurt 

12. Jacky has become a singer in 1998.  since 

13. Janet thinks that mango puddings are tastier then chocolate 

puddings.  than 

14. We were asked to write a dairy entry by our class teacher.  diary 
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B. Underline the mistake in each sentence and write the correct answers. Put a “X” if there is 

no mistake. 

 Last Sunday early morning, Benny and I go out to play basketball  went 

game together. We take MTR to Sham Shui Po station and met with  took 

other teammate. We had to arrive there by 9:30 so we supposed to  teammates 

have enough travelling time as we started our journey one hour before.  X 

 However, there was a service failure of the MTR train that we were  X 

on board. The train service was suspended because we had to change  so 

to other public transportations in order to continue our journey. We  X 

got off at Mei Foo station and change to a bus heading to Sham Shui Po  changed 

immediately.  X 

 We spend over fifteen minutes for the interchange. We had a little  spent 

worry that we might arrive lately. Therefore, we reported our situation  late 

to one of the teammate. We further suggested them to start the game  teammates 

first although we did not want them to wait us for too long.  because/since/as 

 After travelling for half an hour, we finally arrived at destination.  X 

The game was in progress. Both teams were play in full swing. We sat  playing 

aside to take a short break and watched for the match. Ten minute  minutes 

later, we were ready for substitution. We were very exciting that we  excited 

could be the player of the match. We aimed to be the top winner!  X 

~End of Answers~ 
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